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A Clay Gladius Scabbard
from Area 13c in the Ancient Roman Town of Syene
M

H

Abstract: Area 13c, located in the town centre of modern Aswan in Upper Egypt, was
excavated in 2005 by the Joint Swiss-Egyptian Mission working at Old Aswan. A sequence
of houses from the late Ptolemaic period up to the late Roman period was documented
at the site. Among the terracotta objects found in one of the houses, a miniaturised clay
scabbard has features typical for the gladius scabbards known from military camps of the
ﬁrst and early second centuries
from other Roman provinces. Similar terracottas were
interpreted as toys, attributes of statues or votive oﬀerings. However, the ﬁnd context of
the object from Syene demonstrates that – together with other clay objects – it belonged
to a room decoration or was part of a house altar. Perhaps the object was dedicated as
a votive by a soldier, since there are some indications for Roman military presence in this
part of Syene.
Keywords: Roman Egypt, Syene, Area 13c, terracotta, gladius, votive object
Mariola Hepa, Swiss Institute for Architectural and Archaeological Research on Ancient Egypt in Cairo, Cairo;
mariolahepa@googlemail.com

Syene, the ancient town of Aswan, is located at the ﬁrst cataract of the Nile and was the
southernmost city of the Roman Empire. It was one of the most important cities of Upper
Egypt from the Graeco-Roman to the Islamic period.1
In October 2000 the Swiss Institute for Architectural and Archaeological Research on
Ancient Egypt in Cairo together with the Ministry of State for Antiquities at Aswan began
an extensive and long-term urban archaeological project at Old Aswan.2 The objective of

Locher 1999: 60–61; Martin-Kilcher, Wininger 2017: 2.
The project is directed by Cornelius von Pilgrim (Director of the Swiss Institute for Architectural and
Archaeological Research on Ancient Egypt, Cairo) in close cooperation with Abd El-Moneim Said Mahmoud
(Director of the Supreme Council of Antiquities, Aswan) and the ﬁeld director Wolfgang Müller (Swiss Institute
for Architectural and Archaeological Research on Ancient Egypt in Cairo); Pilgrim 2011: 79–84.
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1. Location of Area 13c in the Graeco-Roman city of Syene (Müller 2014: Pl. 2).
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2. A decorated sword scabbard from Area 13c in Syene (Phot. A. Krause; drawing: O. von Pilgrim © Swiss Institute).

this project is to research the history of the town of Aswan from its beginnings to the early
Modern Age by means of systematic rescue excavations.3
The rescue excavations were conducted in Area 13c (Fig. 1),4 located to the north
of the modern Archangel Michael’s Coptic Orthodox Cathedral and to the south of the
Abu El-Eila mosque. Here, remains of several buildings were unearthed, which dated
from the third century
to the third century
.5 These indicate a continuous and
dense occupation in this district. In addition to the numerous ﬁnds of pottery,6 glass and
some small metal objects, a large number of fragments from terracotta objects were found
there.7 One of them was a completely preserved decorated scabbard made of local Aswan
clay (Fig. 2).8
Pilgrim et al. 2004: 119.
The excavations at the site were conducted in ﬁfth and sixth season (2005–2006) under the direction of
Cornelius von Pilgrim and Patrick Moser.
5
Pilgrim et al. 2006: 215; Hepa 2012: 13.
6
The pottery was studied by Laura Rembart, Austrian Archaeological Institute, Vienna; see: Rembart
2018.
7
The terracottas are studied by Martin Fink, Cultural Oﬃce Kempten, as a part of the PhD thesis.
8
The object with the inventory number 5-13-244-4/1 is stored in the magazine of SCA in Aswan.
3
4
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3. Plan of Area 13c with ﬁnd spot of the terracotta objects (Drawing: M. Hepa © Swiss Institute).

The object was found on top of the mud-ﬂoor of Room 6 in House 32, attributed to
Level 3 (Fig. 3). The house was stratigraphically situated above House 33 (Level 4),
dismantled systematically prior to the construction of House 32.9 House 32 had nine rooms,
which were repeatedly rebuilt. Some rooms of the older House 33 were reused in the structure of House 32. These include vaulted Rooms 1 and 5,10 as well as two bathrooms in the
eastern area of the building (Fig. 3).11 Due to its poor state of preservation, the function of
9
10
11

Hepa 2012: 22–23.
Hepa 2014: 155, Fig. 2.
Müller, Hepa 2017: 55–57.
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4. Sword scabbard as found together with other terracotta objects (Phot. P. Moser © Swiss Institute).

House 32 is unclear, but the older buildings in the same place have a domestic character.
The only installations found in House 32 were bread ovens in Rooms 7 and 8, and a vessel
(probably used for storage) set into the ﬂoor of Room 9, both hinting at a domestic use
of the house.
South of the building was an east-west oriented street, which was already in use during
Level 4. Circular pits on the side of the street indicate that it was ﬂanked by trees like an
avenue.12 The rest of the house was severely destroyed by later constructions and modern
robbery pits.
Level 4 was dated by the pottery and the numismatic evidence from the ﬁrst century
to the beginning of the second century , thus providing a terminus ante quem for
the construction of House 32.13
The scabbard was found in situ near the eastern wall of the room together with other
terracottas including a fragmented statuette, probably of a rooster, part of a basket and
a ﬁgurine of a Baubo (Fig. 4).14 Furthermore, there were at least fourteen other fragments
of terracotta ﬁgurines in Room 6, lying alongside its east and south walls (Fig. 3). Besides
the ceramic material, three badly corroded Aes coins and a piece of charred basketry were
Hepa 2012: 24.
The coins are studied by Hans-Christoph Noeske, Academy of Science and the Literature, Mainz. For the
dating based on pottery, see: Rembart 2018: 415–417.
14
These terracottas are analysed by Martin Fink; see above, note 7.
12
13
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found in the room.15 The layer directly on top of the walking level with the terracottas,
also contained a signiﬁcant amount of terracotta fragments and some coins.16
The terracotta scabbard has a height of 15cm and a maximum width of 7cm. The object is
hollow and the opening has a length of 7cm and a width of 3cm. With a depth of 12.5cm
the interior of the scabbard oﬀers space for another object made of terracotta, wood or
other material (Fig. 2).
The front side of the terracotta is decorated with a relief and a centrally positioned
pair of rings on each long side of the scabbard. The rings bear traces of wear, perhaps
of a cord or another sort of string. In addition, two horizontal strips extend between each
of the opposite rings. Another vertical strip, connecting the two horizontal ones in the
middle of the scabbard surface creates a grid-like pattern on the front of the object. Each
strip is composed of two parallel strips, covered by transverse incisions. The horizontal
strips seem to imitate a suspension system. A frame along the long sides of the scabbard,
terminates in a ribbed knob. The backside of the object is smooth.
The form of the object shows similarities to a Roman dagger (pugio) scabbard, which is
particularly visible in the slightly inwardly-curved form that is typical of daggers found in,
for instance, the Vesuvius region in Italy,17 the Celtic oppidum at Titelberg in Germany18
and the Roman town of Exeter (Isca Dumnoniorum) in Britain.19 The squat form of the
object with only two horizontal strips is also similar to a Roman dagger, as is attested by
an example from Speyer (Noviomagus) in Germany.20
However, there are several aspects of the decoration, which suggest that this terracotta
represents the scabbard for a Roman sword (gladius). As described above, the scabbard
has a V-shaped frame along the long sides of the object terminating in a ribbed knob. This
corresponds to the scabbard of a gladius (‘Rahmenscheide’ Miks type Pompeii), which
also has V-shaped frame ending in a ribbed knob21 and dates to the early Imperial period.
Many of the scabbards of this type were adorned with thin sheets of bronze decorated with
palmettes or ﬁgural scenes, but in our case, the scabbard is kept unadorned.22
The strips that run across the terracotta scabbard from Area 13c are typical of pugio
scabbards dating to the Roman Republic.23 A close parallel to our example – especially
The coins inventory numbers 5-13-244-4/15, 4/16, 4/17 and the basket fragment 5-13-244-4/10 are
stored in the magazine of SCA in Aswan.
16
The coins inventory numbers 5-13-244-1/3, 1/8, 1/12 come from the ﬁlling of the house; these are badly
corroded Aes, which are generally dated from third to second century .
17
Ortisi 2015: 23, Pl. 80, cat. no. A23.
18
Saliola, Casprini 2012: 123, Fig. 216.
19
Saliola, Casprini 2012: 127, Fig. F35.
20
Saliola, Casprini 2012: 121, Fig. 208.
21
Miks 2007: Vortafel E, no. 48; Ulbert 1969: Pl. 32/2.
22
Ulbert 1969: 120; for the pictorial decoration with palmettes on Pompeii gladii, cf. detailed description
in Ulbert 1969: 111–115 and Ortisi 2015: 20, Pl. 2, cat. no. A5; Pl. 3, cat. no. A7-8.
23
Obmann 2000: Pls 27/3, 28/1, 29/1.
15
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in the depiction of the strips and the knob – is shown on the relief of the tombstone of
Minucius from Padua (Patavium) from the ﬁrst century ,24 but here, the suspension
rings on both sides are not pictured. Minucius’ dagger seems to be suspended on only two
rings positioned just under the mouth of the scabbard.25 Another component shown on the
tombstone is the frame,26 which is connected to the suspension-rings, and is also missing
on the example from Area 13c.
The simple, stocky and ribbed knob is similar to gladii of the Pompeii type as presented
by Günter Ulbert.27 This whole decoration is mainly found on the scabbards of the Pompeii
type, as examples from Windisch (Vindonissa),28 Xanten (Castra Vetera; Castra Ulpia
Traiana)29 and Augst (Augusta Raurica) demonstrate.30
The horizontal strips represent components of a suspension system that, according to
Christian Miks is characteristic for the early Imperial period and corresponds to his type
27.31 Examples with this type of suspension were found in the legionary camp of Colchester
(Camulodunum)32 and in the military fort of Broxtowe in Nottinghamshire.33
Another dating element is the vertical strip connected to the suspension components
and creating a grid-like pattern. This detail is also found on scabbards with net-like ﬁttings
that are ﬁxed both on the tip and on the scabbard as a whole.34 These scabbard elements
were dated by Miks into the early Imperial period.35 Other examples for this decoration
can be found on the Magdalensberg (Noreia?)36 and in Saintes (Mediolanum Santonum).37
A scabbard from the River Ljubljanica is covered with a net-like ﬁtment in toto.38 On the
scabbards from Magdalensberg and Ljubljanica, both suspension components pass through
pairs of upper and lower rings,39 as is the case with the terracotta scabbard from Area 13c. It
cannot be excluded that the grid-like decoration imitates leather or textile strips, which are
running through the suspension rings in order to ﬁx the scabbard on the belt (cingulum).40
The central position of the suspension rings and the strips is more often found on sword
scabbards than on those belonging to daggers, where the upper band of the scabbard is

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Obmann 2000: Pl. 59/1–2; Bishop, Coulston 2006: 57.
Obmann 2000: 5.
Fischer 2012: 193, Fig. 274.
Ulbert 1969: 120.
Unz, Deschler-Erb 1997: 16, Pl. 9, no. 167; Miks 2007: Pl. 212/B328, 178.
Schalles, Schreiter, Boelicke 1993: 201, Fig. 32, Pl. 33; Miks 2007: Pl. 212/B13, 45.
Deschler-Erb 1999: 137, Pl. 10/136; Miks 2007: Pl. 212/B335.
Miks 2007: Vortafel E, no. 47.
Crummy, Moyes, Bayley 1992: 237, Fig. 6.36/374; Miks 2007: Pl. 195/B67, 5.
Webster 1958: 70, Fig. 3/7; Miks 2007: Pl. 195/B45, 1.
Istenič 2003: 271–274.
Miks 2007: Vortafel E, no. 38.
Dolenz 1998: 309, Pl. 1/M1; Miks 2007: Pl. 200/A459.
Feugère 2002: 12, Fig. 1; Miks 2007: Pl. 200/B252, 1.
Istenič 2003: 276, Fig. 7b.
Miks 2007: Pl. 200/A459.
Ulbert 1969: 117; Miks 2007: Vortafel E, no. 45; Fischer 2012: 195.
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usually ﬁxed directly under the mouth in connection with the lower suspension rings as
both archaeological ﬁnds41 and representations on stone show.42
Although the squat form of the scabbard from Aswan is reminiscent of a dagger, the
curved shape is also found in short swords. According to Miks, the Pompeii type has two
variants that have a similarly curved shape, namely Putensen-Vimose and Hamfelde.43
To sum up, the early Imperial examples of scabbards of gladii show a marked similarity
of the decorative elements to those visible on the terracotta scabbard. It therefore seems
likely that the terracotta is a miniaturised and slightly compressed imitation in terracotta of
the scabbards for a Pompeii type gladius (of the Putensen-Vimose or Hamfelde variants),
mixed with characteristics from gladii of the Mainz type, dating from the ﬁrst century
to the ﬁrst century .44 On the other hand, an almost identical construction is also known
from dagger scabbards found in the Vesuvius region.45
There is abundant literature on both the Roman gladii and pugiones and on terracotta
models of swords and scabbards, with the latter originating predominantly from Egypt. Most
examples of terracotta scabbards and swords come from collections and are of an unknown
provenance. Their dating is therefore questionable. A complete dagger and its scabbard
from Egypt, acquired in Cairo and now in the Academic Art Museum of the University of
Bonn (Germany), is dated to the early Roman Imperial period based on the characteristics
of the scabbard such as the lateral suspensions.46 Another similar object, having still a sword
or dagger made of clay inside, was found in Naukratis, and was associated with a terracotta workshop dated to the early Roman Imperial period.47 The object is dated by Donald
Bailey from the third to ﬁrst century .48 Two other objects, with both dagger/sword and
scabbard preserved, are kept in the Museum in Alexandria, and were also acquired from
dealers.49 A fragmentary sword knob of unknown origin is now in the collection of classical
antiquities in the Fine Arts Museum in Budapest and was dated on the basis of analogies
to the late Hellenistic or early Roman Imperial period.50 Another fragment of a terracotta
sword or dagger, now in the Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek in Copenhagen, was dated roughly
to the Roman Imperial period.51
Obmann 2000: 5, Pls 1/GB 2, 4/GB 22, 6/NL 4, 11/D 21, 14/D 23, 16/D 30, F 2, 17/D 33, 18/CH 5,
20/CH 13, 21/I 1, 23/HR 2, 24/HR 3, 1, 26/1, 27/3, 29/1 (these are only scabbards with preserved suspension
rings; there are also several scabbards without suspension rings: Pls 2/GB 14–15, 3/GB 18, 4/GB 22, 7/NL 8);
Saliola, Casprini 2012: 119, Figs 191–192; 120, Figs 197, 200–201; 121, Figs 206–208; 122, Figs 209–211; 123,
Figs 215–216; 125, Fig. F8; 126, Fig. F17; 127, Figs F33–36.
42
Cf. the tombstone of Favonius Facilis from Colchester: D’Amato, Sumner 2009: 84, Fig. 72c-e.
43
Miks 2007: Vortafel C, nos 9 and 10.
44
Bishop, Coulston 2006: 73; Ortisi 2006: 371, Fig. 1; Miks 2007: Fig. 3/A160.
45
Ortisi 2015: 24.
46
Schmidt 1997: 123, Pl. 184.
47
Petrie et al. 1886: 45; Thomas s.a.: 13, Fig. 36.
48
Bailey 2008: Pl. 50, Figs 3288–3289; Walters 1903: 259, Figs C628–C629; Obmann 2000: 19.
49
Breccia 1934: Pls CXVII/684, CXXL/706.
50
Török 1995: Pl. CLXVII, Fig. 311.
51
Fjeldhagen 1995: 206, Fig. 210.
41
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The function of terracotta swords and/or scabbards is still unclear. They have been interpreted as toys,52 attributes of statues or votive oﬀerings.53 The interpretation as a toy can
probably be ruled out, since pictorial representations do not provide comparisons, nor
were such clay objects found in graves with child burials. In addition, the objects seem
too fragile to withstand children playing.
Slight traces of wear on the rings of the terracotta scabbard from Aswan indicate that
the object may have been attached to something by means of a string or cord, such as,
for example, an altar that served as a house of a divinity or to the wall as a kind of cultic
decoration. While the interior of the scabbard did not show any traces, it cannot be excluded
that it contained some organic or terracotta object, most probably a sword. Several scabbards
and swords from Naukratis were probably made as sets.54 The unknown archaeological
context of other single scabbard and swords does not give any information as to whether
some of these objects formed originally sets.
It is possible that the scabbard from Aswan was used as a part of room or wall decoration
in combination with garlands, as is shown on wall paintings from Pompeii or Ephesos,
where garlands are often combined with hanging vessels or theatre masks.55 The location
and composition of diﬀerent amulets in the tomb from of Seuta(s) in Tuna el-Gebel
allows the reconstruction of a garland decorated with amulets which was hanging on the
baldachin over the burial-bed.56
As mentioned above, the terracotta scabbard and most of the other terracottas from
House 32 were found in close proximity to the walls. This makes their use as part of
the wall decoration very likely. The coins and the burnt basket fragment found nearby
and possibly related to these terracottas may, however, suggest that the whole collection
belonged to a house altar that is not preserved. The whole assemblage of terracotta ﬁgurines
from House 32 is analysed in detail by Martin Fink.57
DISCUSSION
The closest parallels to the detailed decoration of the scabbard from Aswan can be found in
the western provinces of the Roman Empire. The terracotta represents a model-like imitation
of a contemporary weapon of the Roman Army in use throughout the Empire. Such imitations in clay seem to be an Egyptian speciality (see above). The very detailed transformation
of a foreign weapon into a locally produced terracotta is evidence of the strong inﬂuence
of the Roman army in Aswan, one of the most important garrison towns in Egypt, where
the majority of the population was involved with the Roman army in one way or another

52
53
54
55
56
57

Petrie et al. 1886: 45; Obmann 2000: 19, n. 144.
Fjeldhagen 1995: 22; Bailey 2008: 82–83; Abdelwahed 2016: 55.
Bailey 2008: Pl. 50, Fig. 3288.
Lang-Auinger 1998: 129, no. 44.
Kessler, Brose 2008: 23; 40.
See above, note 7.
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as documented by the ostraca and other epigraphical documents.58 The same inﬂuences
are manifested in the case of sword/dagger examples from Naukratis,59 albeit less precise
to pin down. The objects from Naukratis can be traced back to metal models.60 Parallels,
especially for the scabbards from Naukratis, can be found on miniature votive oﬀerings,
made of metal, from pits in Millau (Condatomagus) and Lyon (Lugdunum) in France.61
As the terracotta scabbard from Aswan was beyond any question a model of a part of
a weapon, a military connotation of the context seems plausible. Would the object have
been dedicated as an ex-votum by a soldier? No evidence from the remains of the building
can support this hypothesis. Nevertheless, even if there are only few militaria from Area
13c, such as a horse harness, brooches of Type ‘Aucissa’ and a buckle probably from
armour, they seem to provide suﬃcient evidence for a military presence in this part of the
Roman town.62
Considering the presented evidence an interpretation of the object as a gladius scabbard
seems most probable. The detailed representation of decorative and technical details of
contemporary scabbards is evidence of a well-established knowledge of this weapon. The
terracotta shows typical features of both the Pompeianus and Mainz types of gladii. While
the frame of the scabbard (‘Rahmenscheide’) is similar to the Mainz type, the placement
of the horizontal and vertical strips (the grid-like decoration, which may have been an
imitation of leather or textile strips), the central position of the suspension rings and the
stocky ribbed knob are indicators of the Pompeii type.
The detailed execution leads to the assumption that the scabbard was presumably ordered
by a member of the Roman army at a local workshop specialising in terracottas. Ostraca
found in other parts of Aswan tell us that soldiers stationed in Syene had elements of their
military equipment manufactured or repaired locally.63
The question, whether the object, which is deﬁnitely a miniaturised and slightly
compressed imitation of a scabbard, may have served as a votive or as an element of
decoration, cannot be answered with the evidence at hand.
It has to be kept in mind that the object was found in a purely domestic setting and may
thus be seen as evidence of the high impact of Roman military and cultural inﬂuences on
the civil society of the town of Syene. The scabbard was above all an easily recognisable
marker.

58
CIL III, 14147.1 = Dessau 8899; Cagnat 1896: 39–41; Sayce 1896: 107–109; Locher 1999: 83–86. For
any information concerning ostraca the present author is indebted to Soﬁa Torallas Tovar, University of Chicago,
who studies the ostraca found by the Swiss-Egyptian Joint Mission in Aswan.
59
Bailey 2008: Pl. 50, Figs 3288–3293.
60
Obmann 2000: 19.
61
Kiernan 2009: 79, Fig. 3.22, v, vii.
62
Hepa 2014: 154–156.
63
Pilgrim et al. forthcoming.
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